Friendly Schools
Where Every Child … Every Day … Feels Safe.

Meets all
nine elements
of the National
Safe Schools
Framework

Building emotional and social
resilience to prevent bullying in
your school!
www.friendlyschools.com.au
Social and emotional learning

Student wellbeing

Whole-school approach

Empowering bystanders

Creating a safe environment

Cyberbullying prevention

“Friendly Schools is a multi-component, evidence-based, whole-school initiative involving
the whole-school community to build social skills, create supportive environments and
significantly reduce bullying in school communities. It draws on 13 major research projects
conducted over 15 years involving 27 000 Australian school students.”
— Professor Donna Cross, founder and chief researcher, Friendly Schools

613 8558 2444

613 8558 2400

www.friendlyschools.com.au
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Why be a Friendly School?
Friendly Schools is the first anti-bullying initiative for schools developed through extensive research with Australian children
and adolescents. It is recognised nationally and internationally as a comprehensive, evidence-based approach that can
reduce bullying behaviour.
The Friendly Schools initiative has been designed to align with both the Australian Curriculum and the National Safe Schools
Framework. It enables schools to assess the social and emotional wellbeing of their students, examine their existing strategies
for bullying prevention, identify areas in need of improvement and then address these gaps using widely-tested strategies.
This process is supported by a range of evidence-based products that have been tested and proven effective in real Australian
schools.
Although school leaders, teachers, students and parents will all find unique benefits in the initiative, the central goal of
Friendly Schools implementation is to bring the entire school community together in order to create and maintain a friendly
and safe school culture.
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The Friendly Schools Plus
process comprises five steps
using a whole-school approach,
grounded in quality longitudinal
research evidence.
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Leadership

The Friendly Schools Plus resource
helps schools respond effectively
to the social behaviour, strengths
and needs of its students while
concurrently supporting schools
to review, plan, build capacity
and implement critical evidencebased actions to effectively
respond to these strengths and
needs. This approach is critical for
school improvement and longterm planning.
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Implementation
Get your school started on the Friendly Schools journey with guidance
from one of our qualified training associates.
Contact Hawker Brownlow Education on 613 8558 2444, or
send us an email via fsp@hbe.com.au.
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“Friendly Schools is the first anti-bullying initiative for schools developed through extensive
research with Australian children and adolescents.”

1. Leadership commitment to a safe school

2. A supportive and connected school culture
Supportive School
Culture

Proactive
Policies and
Practices

3. A focus on student wellbeing/ownership
4. Policies and procedures
5. Positive behaviour managment
6. Early intervention and targeted support

Key Understanding
and Competencies

Protective
Physical Enviroment

School-Family
-Community
Partnerships

7. Professional learning
8. Engagement, skills development and safe school curriculum

National Safe Schools Framework - 9 Elements

Friendly Schools PLUS - 6 Key Areas

Building
Capacity

9. Partnerships with family and community

Links to the Australian
Curriculum
The Friendly Schools framework fosters personal and
social capability, identified in the national Australian
Curriculum as a general capability for 21st-century
learners. The chart opposite demonstrates how the
five types of social and emotional learning skills
identified through Friendly Schools research relate
to the four organising elements of the personal
and social capability learning continuum in the
Australian Curriculum.

Links to the National
Safe Schools
Framework
The National Safe Schools Framework
identifies bullying as a key issue
to be addressed and provides a
national approach to help schools
and communities address this issue.
It recommends evidence-based
planning, implementation and
monitoring. Schools that adopt the
Friendly Schools framework will gain
access to the strategies and tools
necessary to fulfil all nine elements
of the revised version of the National
Safe Schools Framework, as shown on
the right.

Social and
emotional
learning
skills

Personal and
social capability
- Australian
Curriculum

Self-awareness
Recognising and
understanding our feelings,
while valuing our strenghts
and abilities

Self-awareness

Self-management
Controlling and directing
our emotions in
appropriate ways

Self-management

Social awareness
Being aware and respectful
of the feelings and
perspective of others

Social awareness

Relationship skills
Dealing positively with
relationship problems and
Social management
Social decision-making
Considering consequences
and making thoughtful
sensible decisions

fsp@hbe.com.au
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Books and resources
Evidence for Practice
Evidence for Practice is the research-based text that informs the Friendly Schools initiative, which
aims to reduce bullying and promote social and emotional learning. The series develops students’
social and emotional competencies through the following five focus areas:
æ Self-awareness

æ Relationship skills

æ Self-management

æ Social decision-making

æ Social awareness
Evidence for Practice describes the approach that schools can implement to maximise and sustain
effective social skill-building and bullying-prevention strategies. By assisting schools to identify
evidence-based practices that align with their needs, Evidence for Practice supports sustainable
changes to policy and to the school’s social and physical climate, all of which can be achieved by
implementing the practice toolkits provided.
For schools that have already taken action in these areas, Evidence for Practice will offer the opportunity to review action,
identify areas for improvement and engage in activities that maintain or enhance the existing processes. For schools that
have not yet taken action, this book provides guidance for a school team to develop and engage in a whole-school process
to reduce and prevent bullying and increase social and emotional competence.

Classroom resources
For 4–11 year olds
The five social and emotional learning areas provide the
framework for the explicit teaching of social and emotional skills
in each classroom resource across ages 4–11. The sections are
divided into the five key areas, which are each developed into a
sequence of learning focus:
æ Key area 1: Self-awareness
æ Key area 2: Self-management
æ Key area 3: Social awareness
æ Key area 4: Relationship skills
æ Key area 5: Social decision-making

For 12–14 year olds
The Friendly Schools classroom resources for students aged 12–14 have
been developed to assist school staff to respond proactively to the ever-evolving
online world. This includes the place of social media, and the positive and negative
behaviours it generates among young people,
which impact both their learning and wellbeing.
These classroom resources have been found
to be an effective way to provide a structured
approach for embedding the social and
emotional learning that underpins responsible
use of technology at this level of development.

Note: See the pricelist at the back of this ﬂyer for book packs and other special offers.
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Student Cyber Leader resources
Students over 14 years were found to respond less to cyber safety lessons in
the classroom, but rather expressed a genuine concern and interest in being
involved as leaders of school initiatives to address cyber issues. The role of
these students as leaders, encouraging and enabling other young people to use
technology in positive ways, was found to have positive outcomes for both the
student leaders and their peers.
The Cyber Leaders’ Student Handbook resource is designed to help to build the self-efficacy of students to show leadership
in their school and with their peers by encouraging and enabling other young people to use technology in positive ways.
The School Staff Handbook for Cyber Leaders has been developed to help school staff to train and support the student
leaders to establish an ethos and environment where all students feel empowered to use technology in positive ways.
The About Cyberbullying section of the Friendly Schools website also includes resources to help students, parents, teachers
and school teams deal with cyberbullying. Go to friendlyschools.com.au/fsp/information/about-cyberbullying/ for more
information.

Friendly Families
While parents can have concerns about the potential effects of bullying on their children, many indicate
they are unsure of what they can do to help their children to prevent or respond effectively to bullying,
especially cyberbullying. This booklet provides families with information and ideas to help them talk
to their children about bullying and cyberbullying behaviour, and to help their children build positive
social skills. The actions suggested in this booklet are consistent with the Friendly Schools framework.
Topics addressed in this booklet include:
æ Family-school partnerships

æ How to approach your child’s school

æ Communicating with your children

æ Bystanders taking action

æ Understanding bullying: cyber and
face-to-face bullying

æ Social and emotional learning

Posters
Implementation Road Map poster

Social-emotional posters (set of 9)

This colourful poster is designed to be used as a guide
during the implementation of the Friendly Schools
initiative. It provides an easy-to-follow visual to guide
school teams through the five-stage implementation
process.

Help your students create a bully-free environment with a set
of nine posters. Each one follows the THINK, PLAN, TALK theme
and walks students through different aspects of dealing with
bullying such as determining what bullying is, developing a
plan for dealing with it, understanding who they can talk to
about it and what to do if others are being bullied.

PLWhaAN
t Can

When I have a
problem I can...

1.

Try to stand up
for myself in a
positive way.

2.

I do?

someone in my
support group.

or agreement with
the other person.

5. Ignore the situation and

keep playing or working.

What is bullying?
Bullying is:

Beingg hit, kicked or
pushed
shhedd around.
she
d

Being ignored,, left out on
purpose or nott allowed
owed tto join
jjo in in
iin.

Threats
Being made
afraid or
getting hurt.

Verbal abuse
and teasing
Being made fun of and
teased in a mean
and hurtful way.

Asking for help

is when someone feels the
situation is out of his or
her control and they are
unable to deal with it alone
and needs help.

Lies or rumours

Lies or nasty stories are told about
someone to make other kids not
like them.

Plan:

Our class teacher

bullying and walk away.

2. Let the bully know that
what they are doing is
bullying.

A family friend

3. Ask a teacher or
support person for help.
4. Support the person who
is being bullied.
5. Support your friends and

A school friend

we trust
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se e
If yo u pe
rs on
an oth er bu llie d
be ing uld ...
yo u co

1. Refuse to join in with the

Duty teacher

Someone else

am ha ing a
problem with...
ha e
tried to...

What can I do?

• Is this a bullying situation?
•

act
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What ha e you done to try
to work out the problem?

What is going on?

nder
Bystaio
ns

TALK
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Think:

ow do ask
for help?

What do you need
my help with?

• What is happening?
• How do I feel?
• Is the situation really bothering me?
• Am I in danger?

Our Parents

Exclusion

What to do about bullying

is
when a person tries
to get attention or
to get someone else
into trouble.

talk to?
Who can I

again
When these things happen hard
it is
and again to someone and to stop
for the student being bullied
these things from happening.

Physical

Think, plan, talk, do :

“Dobbing”

Try to talk with the other
person I am having a
problem with.

3. Get help from 4. Try making a deal

Asking for help
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Think :
What is going on?

© 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education • www.hbe.com.au • FSP8813

What is happening?
How do I feel?
Is this bullying?
Is the situation
really bothering
me?
Am I in danger?

protect them by being
there for them.

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3
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Saying
what I
want
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I feel hurt when you
call me names and
won’t let me join in.

I feel...

(say how you feel)

What I want is to be
given a go so that we can
all have fun together.

When you...
(describe the other person’s behaviour)
Because...
(say how this effects you)

And what I want...

(Say what would make the situation better for you)

Note: Books and resources are priced individually. See the back of this ﬂyer for details.

fsp@hbe.com.au
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Become a Friendly School
Whole-school change is sustained when evidence of good practice aligns with real-world school vision. Research
findings informing the Friendly Schools initiative include the need for schools to establish a strong foundation to support
effectiveness and sustainability of the implementation process. Schools need to begin by identifying and clarifying their
specific whole-school vision, then align this with current evidence for practice to reduce bullying and enhance social and
emotional understandings and competencies. This approach enables schools to take ownership of the process and work
towards implementing policies and practices that meet their specific needs in a coordinated and sustained manner.
Implementation of the Friendly Schools initiative is designed as a staged process, where each stage builds upon the others
in a continuous and interactive manner. The Friendly Schools Implementation Road Map (below) guides schools through
the entire implementation journey, from getting ready to reviewing and sustaining outcomes. It is a visual representation
of the five stages of implementation, broken down into a series of 14 steps outlining sequential actions to guide school
teams though the process. Every stage of the process is accompanied by related Friendly School resources that assist
schools in designing and meeting goals for that stage. Turn to the relevant pages in this flyer (listed opposite) to learn
about the resources in more detail.

“Implementation of the Friendly Schools initiative is designed as
a staged process, where each stage builds upon the others in a
continuous and interactive manner.”
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STAGE 1: Getting ready
Stage 1 provides information and tasks on how to set up a coordinating team to facilitate and manage the process of the
reviewing, planning and implementation of evidence-based Friendly Schools strategies. In-school coaching is essential at
this stage to ensure the school team has a comprehensive understanding of the whole-school process.
Related resources
æ Evidence for Practice (page 4)

æ In-school coaching (page 8)

STAGE 2: Exploring needs, policies and practices
The objective of Stage 2 is to examine what is happening in the school to inform school planning.
Schools at this stage will employ the Map-the-Gap tool and the staff and student surveys to assess
resources and practices, using this knowledge to decide what actions should be taken to enhance
social and emotional learning and reduce bullying.
Related resources
æ Evidence for Practice (page 4)

æ Map-the-Gap (page 11)

æ Surveys (page 11)

æ In-school coaching (page 8)

STAGE 3: Preparing for improvement
A review of past and current school policies and practices using findings from the data collection during Stage 2 will
facilitate discussion for future planning. Having reviewed each key element and rated current activity in that area, teams
then develop a plan for improvement using the Planning Tool.
Related resources
æ Evidence for Practice (page 4)

æ In-school coaching (page 8)

STAGE 4: Implementing our plan
At this stage, teachers are encouraged to determine the social and emotional learning needs of their students to ensure
the activities chosen meet students’ developmental levels, understandings and competencies. With this knowledge, they
can implement activities, integrate social and emotional learning into an appropriate learning area and gather evidence of
students’ developing understandings and skills to inform future practice.
Related resources
æ Evidence for Practice (page 4)

æ Classroom resources (page 4)

æ In-school coaching (page 8)

STAGE 5: Reviewing and sustaining our actions and outcomes
Stage 5 is the time to look back on the process of implementation and to review the successes, opportunities and the
barriers over the journey. The team can then address some of the barriers and seek opportunities to avoid these from
affecting progress in the next cycle of implementation.
Related resources
æ Map-the-Gap (page 11)

æ Surveys (page 11)

æ In-school coaching (page 8)

fsp@hbe.com.au
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Professional learning and support
“Professional learning is integral to effective adoption of the
Friendly Schools initiative because it builds the capacity necessary
to sustain the journey towards social and emotional wellbeing.”
Friendly Schools research makes a convincing case for the adoption of a whole-school approach to enhancing
social and emotional learning and reducing bullying, but school leaders may be at a loss when it comes to making
this happen. The Friendly Schools initiative is a process, not a program, and it is important that schools be proactive
in developing their understanding of each step of the collaborative whole-school journey outlined in the Friendly
Schools Implementation Road Map (see page 6 of this flyer). Professional learning is integral to effective adoption
of the initiative because it builds the capacity necessary to sustain this journey towards social and emotional
wellbeing.
Hawker Brownlow Education (HBE) provides professional learning in all areas of the Friendly Schools initiative.
Accredited Friendly Schools training associates work with teachers, leaders (both teaching and non-teaching),
students, parents and community members in developing understanding of social and emotional learning in order
to assist in the development of a healthy and safe school environment and support the prevention of bullying.

INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOPS
In our workshop, our accredited Friendly Schools Trainer will work with teachers and leaders in understanding social
and emotional learning to assist in the developement of a safe and welcoming school environment that supports the
prevention of bullying. Explore the evidence for practice from the Friendly Schools research and learn about the explicit
process that links with the Australian Curriculum. This workshop is an essential first step as it enables you to understand
the Friendly Schools process and then set a clear path for effective implementation.

IN-SCHOOL SUPPORT
Get targeted, customised, ongoing support to guide you through the Friendly Schools journey.
Friendly Schools trainers will support teachers and leaders on an ongoing basis to promote social and emotional learning,
develop a safe and welcoming school environment and prevent bullying. We will help you to define your needs, your
goals and your non-negotiables, as well as help you structure your timeline to tailor Friendly Schools resources into a
plan that suits your school’s unique needs.
Our research shows that sustained coaching and support is a key factor in determining the successful implementation
of Friendly Schools concepts. For this reason, we offer to provide schools with intensive support on an ongoing basis.
Our trainer will continue to collaborate with a designated staff member or team and guide them through their Friendly
Schools process. Schools can get answers and support to their unique implementation on call.

PROGRESS REVIEW
Friendly Schools trainer can guide school teams when it comes to reflecting upon progress, celebrating successes and
discussing plans for the future. Our qualified trainers will assist you in reviewing the strategies and processes that have
been implemented within the initiative and defining the next phase of improvement, using a reflective evaluation
approach and data-gathering devices to determine future direction to develop a long-term plan for ongoing sustained
school action over the next five to seven years.
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Friendly Schools Facilitator Training
Say NO to bullying and YES to building more resilient students in your school!
Are you interested in becoming a Friendly Schools Facilitator in your school or region? Our Friendly Schools trainers
will guide participants through the Friendly Schools whole-school approach that has helped countless schools move
from policy to action, but also cover new content – including strategies to combat cyberbullying and tips for enhancing
students’ social and emotional competencies – with a focus on the reduction of bullying and aggression.
Friendly Schools Facilitator Training provides your staff with the opportunity to lead and implement professional learning
for your context.
Friendly Schools participants:
æ Receive PowerPoints, Facilitator Notes, Handouts and Friendly Schools Books
æ Become authorised to conduct Friendly Schools workshops for your own staff
æ Learn how to strategically align the school vision, values and social and emotional outcomes with the delivery
of student wellbeing
æ Learn how to lead a whole school approach for Friendly Schools in a step-by- step manner
æ Learn how to reduce harm from not-so-friendly online social behaviours

To learn more about the Friendly Schools Facilitator Training contact Hawker Brownlow Education at fsp@hbe.com.au or
visit www.friendlyschools.com.au.

Hawker Brownlow Education is a national provider of professional learning. Our mission is to
support the professional growth of all educators through innovative and engaging professional
learning programs. We achieve this aim by providing educators with access to training and events
across Australia and New Zealand. Our highly qualified training associates are skilled to provide a
range of services, including
æ onsite professional development

æ mentoring

æ coaching

æ critical friend support

ERIN ERCEG
erin.erceg@hbe.com.au

LYN KEATING
vic@hbe.com.au

fsp@hbe.com.au

www.friendlyschools.com.au
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Friendly Schools online
Check out our website! www.friendlyschools.com.au
We’ve revamped the Friendly Schools website, resulting in a brand new site packed with useful,
targeted information about the initiative in general, and bullying reduction in particular. Some of the
many benefits of the new site are listed below, but schools are invited to visit and see for themselves –
there’s plenty to read and explore!

Scan QR code to go
to the FSP website.

æ Learn more about the Friendly Schools initiative
Our new website is the place to find out everything
you need to know about the Friendly Schools initiative.
Discover what Friendly Schools is, why your school
should become a Friendly School and how to get
started on the journey towards promoting social and
emotional learning and reducing bullying. You can
also learn about the research basis of the initiative,
get to know our partners and find out more about the
professional learning services we offer.

æ Get targeted bullying prevention information for the
whole-school community
Are you seeking advice about bullying that has
relevance for your role as a member of the wholeschool community? The Information section of the
Friendly Schools website is divided into six sections,
four of which are dedicated to providing targeted
advice and support for teachers, parents, students
and school teams – simply click on the relevant icon
to access articles in your category about bullying
prevalence, intervention and prevention.

æ Find help with cyberbullying
Since digital technology today plays such an important
role in the communication and social support of young
people’s daily lives, it is important to be prepared to deal
with a cyberbullying situation. Within the Information
section of the site, the About Cyberbullying category
contains everything that teachers, students, parents
and school teams need to know about dealing with
cyberbullying.

To visit the Friendly Schools website, go to
www.friendlyschools.com.au
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Friendly Schools OMS
The revamped Friendly Schools website is home to our new Online Management System (OMS). Designed to streamline data
collection and analysis for schools undertaking the Friendly Schools initiative, the OMS is a subscription-based digital portal
that houses the Map-the-Gap online screening tool as well as the Friendly Schools staff and student surveys.

NEW! Map-the-Gap online screening tool
Map-the-Gap is a quick online screening tool to help schools identify
and assess current policies and practice in the whole-school key areas
described in Evidence for Practice for enhancing social skills and reducing
bullying. Not only does it have a long history of successful implementation
in Australian schools, the tool has recently been revamped to ensure
optimal ease and functionality with respect to data collection and
analysis.
Using the Map-the-Gap, schools will find it simpler than ever before to
generate a systematic overview of the most important evidence-based
actions that they can take to reduce bullying and improve the social and
emotional health of their students. Each screening asks staff to rate their
school’s activity level for each of six evidence-based components, and this information is then automatically collated into
a detailed school report that can be used to guide planning and monitor progress over time. Individual responses remain
confidential, but all users will have access to their school’s average results and to the detailed school report. And with the
latest version of Map-the-Gap, account holders are entitled to an unlimited number of screenings, meaning that your Friendly
Schools school team can analyse and address gaps in policies and practice whenever the need arises!

Features of the revamped Map-the-Gap screening tool include the following:
æ seamless interfacing across a range of devices,
platforms and browsers
æ one-click button enabling administrators to
generate a new screening for all users
æ automatic notifications for users when they have a
new screening to complete
æ email reminders that can be sent to users who
have not completed a screening
æ an animated progress bar indicating progress
towards completion of each component

æ integrated analysis tools that produce individual
results, school average results and a detailed
school report
æ exporting of individual results, school average
results and the school report in PDF format
æ direct-from-browser printing of individual results,
school average results and detailed school report
æ clear differentiation between users and account
administrators
æ self-service password reset for users

Digital staff and student surveys
Friendly Schools offers two reliable, self-administered, online surveys – one for students (Years 9–14) and one for staff – to help
determine understandings, attitudes, competencies and behaviour around social skills and bullying in the school environment.
This easy-to-use digital tool enables participants to complete surveys
online, automatically collating data and making it much easier for
schools to get a clear picture of their progress.
Benefits of using the digital staff and student surveys include the
following:
æ unrestricted access
æ unlimited number of users
æ multiple simultaneous users
æ survey content targeted for school staff and students
æ automatic results collation and data display
Note: OMS services are priced individually. See the back of this ﬂyer for details.

fsp@hbe.com.au
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Friendly Schools Plus book packs
Early Years Book Pack

Primary Years Book Pack

FSP2000

FSP2002

$110.00

•
•
•
•

Secondary Years Book Pack

FSP2001

$110.00

FSP2502 Friendly Schools Plus: Early Years (4 Year Olds)
FSP2519 Friendly Schools Plus: Foundation (5 Year Olds)
FSP2526 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 1 (6 Year Olds)
FSP2533 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 2 (7 Year Olds)

•
•
•
•

$85.00

FSP2540 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 3 (8 Year Olds)
FSP2557 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 4 (9 Year Olds)
FSP2564 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 5 (10 Year Olds)
FSP2571 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 6 (11 Year Olds)

• FSP2588 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 7 (12 Year Olds)
• FSP2595 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 8 (13 Year Olds)
• FSP2601 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 9 (14 Year Olds)

Friendly Schools Plus complete packs
Primary Years

Secondary Years

$350.00

FSP2006
Resource books
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FSP2008

$475.00

Resource books
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource books

FSP2502 Friendly Schools Plus: Early Years (4 Year Olds)
FSP2519 Friendly Schools Plus: Foundation (5 Year Olds)
FSP2526 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 1 (6 Year Olds)
FSP2533 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 2 (7 Year Olds)
FSP2540 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 3 (8 Year Olds)
FSP2557 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 4 (9 Year Olds)
FSP2564 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 5 (10 Year Olds)
FSP2571 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 6 (11 Year Olds)

Complete Pack

$200.00

FSP2007
• FSP2588 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 7 (12 Year Olds)
• FSP2595 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 8 (13 Year Olds)
• FSP2601 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 9 (14 Year Olds)

Guidebook

FSP7656 Friendly Schools Plus: Evidence for Practice

FSP2502 Friendly Schools Plus: Early Years (4 Year Olds)
FSP2519 Friendly Schools Plus: Foundation (5 Year Olds)
FSP2526 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 1 (6 Year Olds)
FSP2533 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 2 (7 Year Olds)
FSP2540 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 3 (8 Year Olds)
FSP2557 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 4 (9 Year Olds)
FSP2564 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 5 (10 Year Olds)
FSP2571 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 6 (11 Year Olds)
FSP2588 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 7 (12 Year Olds)
FSP2595 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 8 (13 Year Olds)
FSP2601 Friendly Schools Plus: Year 9 (14 Year Olds)

Guidebook
FSP8868 Friendly Schools Plus: Friendly Families

FSP7656 Friendly Schools Plus: Evidence for Practice

Parent booklet

Parent booklet

When I have a
problem I can...

1.

Try to stand up
for myself in a
positive way.

2.

Can
I do?

someone in my
support group.

keep playing or working.

•

6. Talk to a friend to get some
7. Walk away and ignore the

Our class teacher

person completely.

1. Refuse to join in with the

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3

9 781743 308813

bullying and walk away.

Duty teacher
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2. Let the bully know that
what they are doing is
bullying.

A family friend

3. Ask a teacher or
support person for help.
4. Support the person who
is being bullied.
5. Support your friends and

A school friend
Someone else
we trust
ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3
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Poster Pack

Bullying is:

Whole-school process for
bullying prevention

again
When these things happen hard
it is
and again to someone and to stop
for the student being bullied
these things from happening.

What do you need
my help with?

What ha e you done to try

THINK

see
If you perso
n
anoth er bullie d
being
...
you could

Our Parents

What is bullying?

ow do ask
for help?

What is going on?

actio

talk to?
Who can I

ideas to make a decision.

Think:

r
Bystande
ns

TALK

or agreement

5. Ignore the situation and

What to do about bullying

“Dobbing”

is
when a person tries

Try to talk
problem with.

3. Get help from 4. Try making a

Think, plan, talk, do :
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Think :

What is going on?
What is happening?
How do I feel?

Saying
what I
want

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3

, left out on
t allowed
owed tto jjoin
jo in iin

What is bullying?

What is going on?

9 781743 308813

Physical

Being hit, kicked or
pushed
shg
she
hedd around.
d

rumours

Is the situation
really bothering
me?
Am I in danger?
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Our Parents

Our class teacher
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When You...
(describe the other person’s behaviour)
Because...
(say how this effects you)

And What I Want...

Is the situation
really bothering
me?

protect them by being
there for them.

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3
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9 781743 308813

I feel...

(say how you feel)

PLAN:

Asking for help
is alway ‘ok’

Talk:

If
anyone sees someone else
in this situation he or she
should also ask for help.

 

When I have a
problem I can...

1.

Try to stand up
for myself in a
positive way.

2.
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Social-emotional posters (set of 9)
Poster Pack
Whole-school process for
bullying prevention

1. Refuse to join in with their
bullying and walk away

2. Let the person doing the

bullying know that what
they are doing is bullying

3. Ask a teacher or
support person for help
4. Support the person who
is being bullied
5. Support his or her friends

ideas to make a decision.

7. Walk away and ignore the
person completely.
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see
If you person
another bullied
being
you could...

keep playing or working.

6. Talk to a friend to get some

 

 

Bystander

ACT IONS

Can
I do?

Try to talk with the other
person I am having a
problem with.

or agreement with
the other person.

5. Ignore the situation and

 

FSP8813

What Can I Do?

Who Can I talk to?

 Who is the best perosn to talk to?
 What fo I want from my support person?
 How could I talk about it?

 

3. Get help from 4. Try making a deal
someone in my
support group.

What is going on?

Is this a bullying situation?
 Do I need to ask for help?

PLAN
What

What I want is to be
given a go so that we can
all have fun together.

When you...
(describe the other person’s behaviour)
Because...
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What to do about bullying

Think:

is when someone feels the
situation is out of his or
her control and he or she
is unable to deal with it
alone and needs help.
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Am I in danger?

,WVRXQGVOLNH\RX
QHHGVRPHKHOS
:KDWFDQ,GRWR
KHOS\RX"
 

 

Think, Plan, Talk, Do
 What is happening?
 How do I feel?
 Is the situation really bothering me?
 Am I in danger?

Asking for help
What I want is to be
given a go so that we can
all have fun together.

(Say what would make the situation better for you)

Is this bullying?

 

Asking for help
‘Dobbing’

is
when a person tries
to get attention or
to get someone else
into trouble.

I feel hurt when you
call me names and
won’t let me join in.

(say how you feel)

• FSP2618 Friendly Schools Plus: School Staff Handbook
for Cyber Leaders
• FSP1444 Friendly Schools Plus: Cyber Leaders’ Student
Handbook

,KDYH
WULHGWR

A family friend
A school friend
Someone else
we trust

Lies or Rumours

Lies or nasty stories are told about
someone to make other kids not
like them.
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Saying
What I
Want

Cyber Leaders handbooks

,DPKDYLQJD
SUREOHPZLWK

Duty teacher
Threats
Being made
afraid or
getting hurt.

Vebal Abuse
and Teasing
Being made fun of and
teased in a mean
and hurtful way.

 

 

I Feel...

I feel hurt when you
call me names and
won’t let me join in.

+RZGR,DVN
IRU+(/3"

talk to?
Who can I

Exclusion

Being ignored,,,otleft out on
purpose, or not
ott allowed to
t jjoin
jo in
i iin
in.

Is this bullying?

Threats
Being made
afraid or
getting hurt.

TALK

Bullying is:

again
When these things happen hard
it is
and again to someone and to stop
for the student being bullied
these things from happening.

What is happening?
How do I feel?
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FSP1444 Friendly
Schools Plus: Cyber
Leaders’ Student
Handbook

FSP2618 Friendly
Schools Plus: School
Staff Handbook for
Cyber Leaders

Social-emotional posters (set of 9)

FSP8813

Asking for help

FSP8868 Friendly Schools Plus: Friendly Families

Cyber Leaders handbooks

FSP8868 Friendly Schools Plus: Friendly Families

PLAN
What

FSP7656 Friendly Schools Plus: Evidence for Practice

Parent booklet

Guidebook
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and protect them by being
there for them.

THINK
What is going on?

(say how this effects you)

And what I want...

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3

(Say what would make the situation better for you)

9 781743 308813
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Implementation Road
Map poster (840 x 610)

Implementation Road
Map poster (840 x 610)

PLAN
What
When I have a
problem I can...

1.

Try to stand up
for myself in a
positive way.

2.

Can
I do?

Try to talk with the other
person I am having a
problem with.

3. Get help from 4. Try making a deal
someone in my
support group.

HBP383

or agreement with
the other person.

5. Ignore the situation and

What is bullying?
Bullying is:

HBP383

Physical

Beingg hit, kicked or
pushed
shhedd around.
she
d

Threats
Verbal abuse
and teasing
Being made fun of and
teased in a mean
and hurtful way.

Asking for help

Being made
afraid or
getting hurt.

Lies or rumours

Lies or nasty stories are told about
someone to make other kids not
like them.

talk to?

:KDWGR\RXQHHG
P\KHOSZLWK"
:KDWKDYH\RXGRQHWRWU\
WRZRUNRXWWKHSUREOHP"

Plan:
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What to do about bullying

Think:

PLAN:

Talk:

 

What is going on?

What Can I Do?

Who Can I talk to?

 Who is the best perosn to talk to?
 What fo I want from my support person?
 How could I talk about it?
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Bystander

ACT IONS

see
If you person
another bullied
being
you could...

am ha ing a
problem with...

1. Refuse to join in with their
bullying and walk away

2. Let the person doing the

ha e
tried to...

What can I do?

bullying know that what
they are doing is bullying

3. Ask a teacher or
support person for help
4. Support the person who
is being bullied
5. Support his or her friends
 

 

Think :

actio

see
If you perso
n
anoth er bullie d
being
...
you could

What is going on?

1. Refuse to join in with the

What is happening?
How do I feel?

bullying and walk away.

Duty teacher

Is this bullying?

2. Let the bully know that
what they are doing is
bullying.

A family friend

Is the situation
really bothering
me?

3. Ask a teacher or
support person for help.
4. Support the person who
is being bullied.
5. Support your friends and

A school friend
Someone else
we trust
9 781743 308813

HBP383

 

 

Think, Plan, Talk, Do
 What is happening?
 How do I feel?
 Is the situation really bothering me?
 Am I in danger?
Is this a bullying situation?
 Do I need to ask for help?

What ha e you done to try
to work out the problem?
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and protect them by being
there for them.

• Is this a bullying situation?

Our class teacher

© 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education • www.hbe.com.au • FSP8813

,KDYH
WULHGWR

Implementation Road Map
poster (840 x 610)

,WVRXQGVOLNH\RX
QHHGVRPHKHOS
:KDWFDQ,GRWR
KHOS\RX"
 

 

What do you need
my help with?

What is going on?

r
Bystande
ns

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3
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What to do about bullying

Think:

• What is happening?
• How do I feel?
• Is the situation really bothering me?
• Am I in danger?

is when someone feels the
situation is out of his or
her control and they are
unable to deal with it alone

TALK

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3

9 781743 308813

TALK

ow do ask
for help?

Think, plan, talk, do :

is
when a person tries
to get attention or
to get someone else
into trouble.

Our Parents

Exclusion

Being ignored,, left out on
purpose or nott allowed
owed tto jjoin
jo in iin
in.

Bullying is:

again
When these things happen

+RZGR,DVN
IRU +(/3"
,DPKDYLQJD
SUREOHPZLWK

Asking for help
“Dobbing”

talk to?
Who can I

again
When these things happen hard
it is
and again to someone and to stop
for the student being bullied
these things from happening.

What is bullying?

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3

9 781743 308813
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Am I in danger?

protect them by being
there for them.

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3
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Saying
what I
want

ISBN 978-1-743-30881-3
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I feel hurt when you
call me names and
won’t let me join in.

I feel...

(say how you feel)

When you...
Because...

What I want is to be
given a go so that we can
all have fun together.

(describe the other person’s behaviour)
(say how this effects you)

And what I want...

(Say what would make the situation better for you)

Order form
QTY

CODE

TITLE

PRICE

QTY

CODE

TITLE

PRICE

FSP2502

Friendly Schools Plus: Early Years (4 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSP7656

Friendly Schools Plus: Evidence for Practice

FSP2519

Friendly Schools Plus: Foundation (5 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSP8868

Friendly Schools Plus: Friendly Families

FSP2526

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 1 (6 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSP8813

Friendly Schools Plus: Social-Emotional Posters (set of 9)

$40.00

FSP2533

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 2 (7 Year Olds)

$29.95

HBP383

Friendly Schools Plus: Implementation Road Map Poster (840 x 610)

$21.95

FSP2540

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 3 (8 Year Olds)

$29.95

SUB8852

Friendly Schools: Map-the-Gap (yearly subscription)

$90.00

FSP2557

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 4 (9 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSPSURS

Friendly Schools: Student Survey

$20.00

FSP2564

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 5 (10 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSPSURT

Friendly Schools: Staff Survey

$20.00

FSP2571

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 6 (11 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSP2588

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 7 (12 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSP2000

Friendly Schools Plus: Early Years Book Pack

$110.00

FSP2595

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 8 (13 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSP2001

Friendly Schools Plus: Primary Years Book Pack

$110.00

FSP2601

Friendly Schools Plus: Year 9 (14 Year Olds)

$29.95

FSP2002

Friendly Schools Plus: Secondary Years Book Pack

FSP1444

Friendly Schools Plus: Cyber Leaders’ Student Handbook

$10.00

FSP2006

Friendly Schools Plus: Primary Years Complete Pack

$350.00

FSP1445

Friendly Schools Plus: Cyber Leaders’ Student Handbook (set of 5)

$40.00

FSP2007

Friendly Schools Plus: Secondary Years Complete Pack

$200.00

FSP1446

Friendly Schools Plus: Cyber Leaders’ Student Handbook (set of 10)

$75.00

FSP2008

Friendly School Plus: Complete Pack

$475.00

FSP2618

Friendly Schools Plus: School Staff Handbook for Cyber Leaders

$19.00

Attention ................................................................ Order number .............
Name of school ...........................................................................................
Address ........................................................................................................
.................................................................... State .................. Postcode ....
Country .......................................................................................................
Email ............................................................................................................
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about Friendly Schools Plus trainings.

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REPS
Lyn Keating at vic@hbe.com.au
or
Erin Erceg at erin.erceg@hbe.com.au

$65.00
$9.95

PACKS

$85.00

Total (plus freight) $

For info on training and resources
email fsp@hbe.com.au
www.friendlyschools.com.au

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING
NOW AVAILABLE!
If you have a pre-existing account with
Hawker Brownlow Education, you can
now order online and pay using that
account.

Terms of trade
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST.
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by credit card.
• We realise that it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website at www.hbe.com.au and search using the relevant code.
• We supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm sale only and will not be
sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage are the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined according to Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400
Website: www.hbe.com.au • Email: orders@hbe.com.au • ABN: 77 093 854 892

